
Netensio

Living e-commerce
Netensio is a prominent software development and
IT services company based in Stuttgart, Germany.
It has a comprehensive, flexible ecosystemof tools
and community resources that let shop owners easily
push their systems to the state-of-the-art and developers
easily build and deploy upon our applications.



FOR YOURDIGITAL BREAKTHROUGH
Thinking e-commerce holistically

New trends, technological developments and continuous changes on
the market - hardly any other industry is as dynamic as e-commerce.

Only through a holistic approach, individual strategies and efficient
systems can you secure long-term competitive advantages and
increase your company's success.

Netensio stands for holistic solution competence and for the optimal
interaction of all e-commerce components. As a certified OXID eShop
partner agency, we develop, accompany and support your e-
commerce projects from the initial idea to the finished online shop.

We combine conception, development and implementation into a
holistic process and create an optimal shopping experience for your
customers.

Michael Felber
Owner

As the owner and front man
of Netensio, I personally take
care of the comprehensive
customer advisory service,
the commercial organisation
of the agency and, of course,
a unique team spirit.
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ABOUTUS
Whowe are

Enthusiasm, professionalism, creativity and quality is our claim.

As an experienced e-commerce agency, we develop intelligent digital
solutions that are optimally tailored to the needs of our customers. In
doing so, we are united by a passion for recognising and exploiting
opportunities in the digital era.

With a team of creative and technically skilled minds, we combine
appealing designs with sophisticated technologies and optimally
stage our clients' brands.
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SERVICES
We can do that particularlywell

Are you looking for a solution to optimise your online shop? Or would
you like to integrate a new sales platform into your system
environment?

As a full-service OXID eSales partner agency, we offer you all-round
support - everything from a single source!

Strategy & Consultation

We support you in the development and
expansion of your online business and jointly
develop a roadmap for your digital strategy.

By analysing your processes, we uncover
existing potential for optimisation.

Template development

On the basis of the developed concept, we
develop a look & feel that sets your shop in
the best possible way.

Current design trends and technologies, as
well as the optimisation of user-friendliness
and performance are the focus here.

Development & Integration

With a lot of experience and strong tech-
nologies we support you in the development
of your e-business.

From individual shop functions, warehouse
management, data transfer and the inte-
gration of third-party systems.

Training & Support

If you wish, we will be happy to provide
training on the OXID eShop product family at
any time.

In addition, we accompany you as a reliable
partner during go-live with intensive and
personal follow-up support.
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5 GOODREASONS
Why you shouldworkwith us

Everything from one source

We are OXID specialists - as a full-service agency with a focus on
e-commerce, web development, design and process optimisation
we support you from the first idea to go-live and beyond.

Digital solutions of tomorrow

With best-practice solutions and a flexible e-commerce platform,
we create an optimal shopping experience for your customers.

Clear concepts

Everything starts with an idea. We accompany with professional
know-how, clear concepts and a feel for the matter.

Successful communication

Open, honest communication with our clients and within our
agency is a matter of course for us and contributes to our success
in the long term.

Motivated experts

Our highly motivated team of developers, technicians, strategists
and designers develops forward-looking, digital solutions
together with you.
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Netensio

Netensio
Bahnhofstraße 88
70794 Stuttgart

Phone: 07158 91 81 901
Email: info@netensio.de
Web: www.netensio.de


